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Brother is promoting their quilting machines and the very useful
Scan N Cut machines during March and have offered five special deals accordingly. We in
turn have organised a Brother "Made to Quilt Day" on Thursday 21 March 2019.
Listed below are some great specials on offer from Brother and you are invited to attend the
Canberra Sewing big day between 10.00am and 3.00pm to see all the five machines. You
can use them, feel them and see what they do, then compare them with what you need from
your ideal sewing quilting machine. This will give you the opportunity to put the machine
you choose through its paces and see what great features it has.
Brother machines prioritise all the desirable features a quilter wants including good lighting,
generous space and ease of use. All Brothers give great reliability and outstanding value for
money. Plus they just work! No luck is required, no hit and miss, no mucking around trying
to get tension right. When you have been guided through how to use your machine with all
your unlimited free lessons provided by Canberra Sewing, you will have the confidence to
use and to access all the benefits supplied by Brother machine ownership.
We all know that Brother machines are special, and on the Made to Quilt Day some are even
more special, as follows;

Best Value All Rounder
Innov-is NV1800Q - $1599. Save $200 + Bonus
Trolley Bag. A great package packed with 15
presser feet including a walking foot, 1/4"
patchwork foot and the freehand foot and the larger
throat plus lots of nifty convenient built-in features !

Compact and Light
Innov-is A150 - $799. Bonus Wide table.. A great
compact package! Wonderful machine for taking to
classes with tie off button/scissors, longer feed dogs
for fabric management being just some of its great
features.

More Room for Big Ideas
VQ3000 with free Upgrade Bundle - $3899. Save
$749 + Bonus Trolley Bag. Simply the best with
fantastic lighting, all the feet you will need including
a regulated dual-feed foot with heaps of room
including the free wide table. A superb quilting and
sewing solution.

Powerful Straight Stitching
PQ1500SL - $1599. Save $400.
A straight sewer, fast and powerful. Metal
construction with a large throat and comes with a
walking foot and other good feet. A great stand
alone performer or suited to a frame.

Precision Fabric Cutting
PScanNCut DX SDX1200 - $799. with a bonus Thin Fabric Auto Blade.
A revolution in capability. Draw, scan,create in fabric, heat press vinyl or signage vinyl,
card, cork or template plastic. You decide.
There are too many features to list her so pop in on 21 March to see what these brilliant
machines can do and put them through their paces!

